Crash Burn Sisterhood Fern
Michaels
If you ally habit such a referred crash burn sisterhood fern
michaels ebook that will allow you worth, acquire the utterly
best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If
you want to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are moreover launched, from best seller to one
of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections crash
burn sisterhood fern michaels that we will unconditionally offer.
It is not more or less the costs. Its about what you compulsion
currently. This crash burn sisterhood fern michaels, as one of the
most enthusiastic sellers here will completely be along with the
best options to review.

The Jury - Fern Michaels
2011-10-24
From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author. “Fast paced
and jam-packed with action . . .
will please fans of her
bloodthirsty-for-a-good-cause
women.”—Booklist Tea.
Sympathy. Revenge. The
Sisterhood has their own style
of justice . . . The women of the
Sisterhood know life isn’t fair,
but that doesn’t mean they
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

have to like it—or let it pass.
Instead, these best friends
share their joys, troubles,
triumphs, heartaches and one
collective mission: to right
wrongs and bring justice where
it is desperately needed. Even
reeling from loss of one of their
own, the Sisterhood is always
prepared to rally behind a new
friend. For years, Paula
Woodley has suffered the
broken bones and shattered
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self-esteem caused by an
abusive marriage. But what
can she do? Her high-profile,
Washington powerbroker
husband is not a man to be
crossed. Or so he thinks. The
Sisterhood may not be an
organization found in any of his
memos, but he’s about to take
a meeting with them—and
they’ll be setting the agenda . .
. Series praise “Spunky women
who fight for truth, justice, and
the American way.”—Fresh
Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing
what happens when wellfunded, very angry women take
the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend
Warriors “Delectable . . .
deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers
Weekly on Hokus Pokus
Truth and Justice - Fern
Michaels 2020-08-25
Fern Michaels is a national
treasure, and her latest in the
Sisterhood series finds the
stalwart friends bringing
justice—and hope—to families
devastated by a greedy con
artist. The Sisterhood: a group
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

of women from all walks of life
bound by friendship and a
quest for justice. Armed with
vast resources, top-notch
expertise, and a loyal network
of allies around the globe, the
Sisterhood will not rest until
every wrong is made right.
When Alexis Thorn and Joe
Esposito encounter a young
woman sobbing alone in a
restaurant, they step into
action and offer their comfort
and sympathy. They soon learn
that the woman’s husband was
recently killed in action in
Afghanistan. Before he
reported for duty, they took
steps to preserve their chances
of having children. But when
Bella visits the fertility clinic,
she discovers her eggs are no
longer there—and the
circumstances are beyond
suspicious. Heartbroken at this
tale of shattered hopes, Alexis
recruits the Sisterhood to
investigate. Soon they uncover
a con artist on an obsessive
mission. Tracking the culprit
behind such a cruel scheme
won’t be easy. But with their
combined grit, courage, and
determination to overcome any
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obstacle, the Sisterhood will
make sure that this story ends
on a note of triumph . . . Praise
for Fern Michaels “Michaels’s
highly developed skills as a
storyteller are evident in the
affable characters [and]
suspenseful plot.” —Publishers
Weekly on Deep Harbor
In Plain Sight - Fern Michaels
2015-06-30
When French model Amalie
Laurent and her one-time maid,
Rosalee Muno, fail to report for
their weekly check-in with
former Supreme Court Justice
Pearl Barnes, the Sisterhood
and their allies begin a search
for them.
A Thousand Steps - T.
Jefferson Parker 2022-01-11
A Los Angeles Times
Bestseller! A Thousand Steps is
a beguiling thriller, an incisive
coming-of-age story, and a
vivid portrait of a turbulent
time and place by three-time
Edgar Award winner and New
York Times bestselling author
T. Jefferson Parker. Laguna
Beach, California, 1968. The
Age of Aquarius is in full swing.
Timothy Leary is a rock star.
LSD is God. Folks from all over
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

are flocking to Laguna, seeking
peace, love, and
enlightenment. Matt Anthony is
just trying get by. Matt is
sixteen, broke, and never sure
where his next meal is coming
from. Mom’s a stoner, his
deadbeat dad is a no-show, his
brother’s fighting in Nam . . .
and his big sister Jazz has just
gone missing. The cops figure
she’s just another runaway
hippie chick, enjoying a
summer of love, but Matt
doesn’t believe it. Not after
another missing girl turns up
dead on the beach. All Matt
really wants to do is get his
driver’s license and ask out the
girl he’s been crushing on
since fourth grade, yet it’s up
to him to find his sister. But in
a town where the cops don’t
trust the hippies and the
hippies don’t trust the cops,
uncovering what’s really
happened to Jazz is going to
force him to grow up fast. If it’s
not already too late. At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Good Night, Mr. Wodehouse3/25
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Faith Sullivan 2015-09-15
“More than forty years of
history bookend a lifelong love
affair with reading for the
resilient heroine of [this] novel
set in Harvester, Minnesota.”
—Kirkus Reviews A Wall Street
Journal Top 10 Book of the
Year When Nell Stillman’s
boorish husband dies soon
after they move to the small
town of Harvester, Minnesota,
Nell is alone, penniless yet
responsible for her beloved
baby boy, Hillyard. Not an easy
fate in small-town America at
the beginning of the twentieth
century. In the face of nearly
insurmountable odds, Nell
finds strength in lasting
friendships and in the rich
inner life awakened by the
novels she reads. She falls in
love with John Flynn, a
charming congressman who
becomes a father figure for
Hillyard. She teaches at the
local school and volunteers at
the public library, where she
meets Stella Wheeler and her
charismatic daughter Sally.
She becomes a friend and
confidant to many of the girls
in town, including Arlene and
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

Lark Erhardt. And no matter
how difficult her day, Nell ends
each evening with a beloved
book, in this novel that
celebrates the strength and
resourcefulness of independent
women, the importance of
community, and the
transformative power of
reading. “Sullivan describes
small-town life through the
eyes of an intelligent, generous
narrator who fights off gossip,
pettiness and tragedy with
compassion, perseverance and
forgiveness. Who wouldn’t
want to spend a late-summer
afternoon or two in the
company of such a person?”
—Minneapolis Star-Tribune
“Her novels are a reliably
inviting world, full of friendly
faces and intimate dramas.
However you first make your
way to Harvester, you’ll want
to return.” —The Wall Street
Journal “[An] inspiring novel,
which should find its way onto
the reading lists of book clubs.”
—Publishers Weekly
Countdown - Fern Michaels
2014-09-02
A secret team of modern-day
Robin Hoods targets corrupt
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landlords in this spinoff from
the New York Times-bestselling
Sisterhood series… In the
second episode of a
spectacular three-part series
from New York Times
bestselling author Fern
Michaels, the men in the
Sisterhood's lives join forces to
protect the underdog and see
justice served. . . It takes a
special kind of man to love and
be loved by one of the
Sisterhood. The women's
escapades have brought them
worldwide fame and created a
bond among their menfolk too.
But now, Jack, Ted, Harry, Joe,
Bert and Abner have formed a
secret group of their own and
they've got a project in
mind—taking down some of
Washington, D.C.'s most
ruthless slum landlords. First
step: making reparations to the
tenants who've suffered.
Second step: making sure the
bad guys pay. Ted, Jack, and
company must find a way to hit
the villains where it hurts most.
Good thing these modern-day
Robin Hoods have learned from
the best, and that the
Sisterhood can always be
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

counted on to help fight for
what's right. . . “The Men of
the Sisterhood series has it
all.” —RT Book Reviews
Crash and Burn - Artie Lange
2014-06-03
The comedian and radio
personality discusses his drug
addiction, battle with
depression, and ultimate
recovery.
Fast and Loose - Fern
Michaels 2016-04-26
"With the women of the
Sisterhood away on a covert
assignment, their significant
others could be expected to
kick back and enjoy a little
drama-free downtime. But
that's not the way Jack, Ted,
Harry, Charles, and the rest of
their comrades roll. An urgent
call has come to the
headquarters of their
organization, BOLO
Consultants. Bert Navarro,
head of security for Countess
Anna de Silva, suspects that
Annie's deluxe casino, Babylon,
is being stealthily and expertly
robbed. The scheme is so
ingenious that Bert can't be
sure how it works ... which is
why the crew is soon bound for
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the bright lights of Vegas to
investigate..."--Page [2] of dust
jacket.
Point Blank - Catherine Coulter
2005-08-23
Agents Lacey Sherlock and
Dillon Savich are up against an
unstable villain with a very
long memory in this FBI
Thriller from #1 New York
Times bestselling author
Catherine Coulter. The
explosive action kicks off as
treasure-hunting FBI agent
Ruth Warnecki is on the trail of
stolen Confederate gold hidden
in Winkel’s cave in western
Virginia. She never expects to
find herself chin-deep in a
grisly murder that leaves her
nearly dead and rocks the town
of Maestro. Then, at a stakeout in Maryland, FBI agents
Dillon Savich and Dane Carver
are nearly killed in a horrific
explosion while attempting to
rescue kidnap victim, Pinky
Womack. They are led to
Arlington National Cemetery
where they not only find Pinky,
but Savich also takes a fateful
call on his cell from an old man
out to kill both him and
Sherlock. The thing is they
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

have no clue why. Pitted
against an insane killer and his
psychotic teenage girlfriend,
Savich and Sherlock find
themselves fighting a hatedriven villain with a grudge
worth killing for...
Need To Know - Fern
Michaels 2018-05-08
The twenty-eighth in the
bestselling Sisterhood series,
Fern Michaels' Need to Know
continues the story of seven
unlikely women bound by their
unbreakable friendships, their
dark pasts and their desire for
revenge. Millions of dollars and
precious reputations are on the
line in the women's next deadly
retribution . . . Garland Lee is
one of America's most famous
singers but she's not immune
to hurt. Her once trusted
lawyer has been siphoning
money from her huge fortune
into his own pocket for years
and now he's threatening to
take her to court. This could
cost her everything. But the
Sisterhood won't let him win they've come up a with a way
to get revenge that he'll never
see coming... New York Times
bestselling author Fern
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Michaels tackles greed and
dodgy deals in this fantastically
true to life installment of the
Sisterhood series, perfect for
fans of James Patterson, Sue
Grafton, or Iris Johansen.
Labyrinth- Catherine Coulter
2019-07-30
From “one of the bonafide rock
stars of the thriller genre” (The
Real Book Spy) comes another
tour de force in the #1 New
York Times bestselling FBI
Thriller series following agents
Savich and Sherlock as they
stumble into a bizarre case
that’s more complicated and
twisted than any they’ve ever
encountered. On a Tuesday
afternoon, Agent Sherlock is
driving in downtown
Washington when her Volvo is
suddenly T-boned at an
intersection. As her car spins
out of control, a man’s body
slams against her windshield
and then—blackness. When she
finally regains consciousness in
the hospital, she’s told about
the accident and the man she
struck. No one knows yet who
he is or where he is because he
ran away. From DNA, they
discover his name is Justice
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

Cummings and he’s a CIA
analyst at Langley…and he’s
still missing. Meanwhile, in the
small town of Gaffer’s Ridge,
Virginia, Special Agent Griffin
Hammersmith rescues a
kidnapped woman claiming her
captor had probably murdered
three missing teenage girls.
However, the man she accuses
is the local sheriff’s nephew
and a member of a very
powerful family, reputed to
have psychic powers. When the
sheriff arrests Griffin and the
rescued woman, Carson
DaSilva, he calls Savich for
help. Together they have to
weave their way through a
labyrinth of lies to find the
truth of a terrible secret. “If
there’s one thing that readers
can count on in a Coulter novel
it is that she always delivers
amazingly eerie and complex
thrillers” (RT Book Reviews),
and Labyrinth is no different.
With white-knuckled pacing
and shocking twists and turns,
this is another electrifying
novel that will sink its teeth in
you.
Night Fires- George Edward
Stanley 2011-01-04
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George Edward Stanley's
powerful Night Fires explores
the influence of the Klan in
1920's Oklahoma, and the
danger of succumbing to peer
pressure.
Exclusive - Fern Michaels
2010-09-01
New York Times-Bestselling
Author: A Southern lady’s new
Hollywood mansion may be
haunted, in a novel filled with
“lots of fun, intrigue, and
excitement” (Booklist). When
Toots Loudenberry relocated to
Los Angeles from South
Carolina to be near her
daughter, Abby, she expected
to bump into the occasional
celebrity. She just never
expected them to be dead.
Meanwhile, Toots and her
friends Sophie and Mavis are
concerned that the prestigious
Dr. Sameer's budding romance
with fellow Godmother Ida may
have something to do with his
ailing bank balance. And
Abby's attempted makeover of
the celebrity magazine The
Informer into the most talkedabout tabloid in town could end
more than just her career. But
the Godmothers wouldn't be
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

the Godmothers if they weren't
pulling a few behind-the-scenes
strings, and Abby's hopes of
changing the fortunes of The
Informer are still alive. Yet it'll
take an assist from a source no
one could have predicted, let
alone see, to secure a story
that will shake Tinseltown to
its very core… “These four
childhood chums prove that life
is a gift no matter what age
you are." --RT Reviews
"Delightful. . .Witty, charming,
and complicated, these four
childhood chums prove that life
is a gift no matter what age
you are." --RT Book Reviews,
4.5 Stars "There's a reason
Fern Michaels has published
nearly 100 books: she's got a
talent for churning out pageturners. Readers will finish this
one in a single sitting." -Charleston Magazine
Fearless - Fern Michaels
2020-03-31
Weaving a thread of suspense
into her trademark powerful
storytelling, #1 New York
Times bestselling author Fern
Michaels delivers a compelling
new novel about a woman who
learns that her new life may
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not be all it appears . . . Anna
Campbell is ready to take her
first tentative steps back into
the world after widowhood. On
a singles cruise, she meets
divorced professor Ryan
Robertson, and the sparks
between them are undeniable.
Back home in West Texas,
Anna and Ryan continue their
romance, and Anna decides it’s
time for their families to meet.
But the idyllic relationships
Anna is hoping for are quickly
thrown into doubt. Ryan and
his children are more
complicated than they seem.
And as the situation grows
more desperate, Anna must
reach deep within and draw on
all her courage and selfreliance to fight for the family
and home she deserves . . .
Wishes for Christmas - Fern
Michaels 2015-10-27
Christmas is a time for family
and friends to gather and
celebrate old bonds…and form
new ones.New York Times
bestselling author Fern
Michaels brings together the
beloved heroines from two
celebrated series—the
Sisterhood and the
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

Godmothers—for a holiday to
remember forever…
Throughout the years, the
ladies of the Sisterhood have
delivered their own style of
vigilante justice to those who
most deserve it. But this
Christmas, instead of finding
and punishing bad guys, all
Maggie Spitzer wants is to
bring a little more joy to the
world—and especially to a
beloved teacher from her past.
And as the Sisters unite to find
her, they learn that no holiday
treat is as fulfilling as giving to
others… It's a lesson that
would come as no surprise to
Teresa Amelia Loudenberry—
“Toots” to all who love her.
With a little help from the
other Godmothers, Toots is
preparing for Charleston's
annual holiday showcase of
historic homes. Her mansion is
festooned with antique
ornaments, beautifully
arranged by Charleston's most
exclusive design firm. But
when the Godmothers sense
trouble with one of the
decorators, they must tackle a
mystery and hope for a happy
ending… While staying at the
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Grove Place Inn as a guest of
the Sisterhood's Myra
Rutledge, Godmother Sophie
meets the inn's owner, Holly
Noel Simmons. Despite her
name, Holly's feeling none too
festive around her handsome
employee Gannon
Montgomery. Gannon blames
Holly for his former company's
downfall. Yet the holiday
season holds surprises for
everyone, and the promise of
far sweeter Christmases yet to
come… When Sisters and
Godmothers unite, the result is
a warm and wonderful
holiday—with a special touch of
magic…
Crash and Burn - Fern
Michaels 2016-12-27
The Sisterhood: a group of
women from all walks of life
bound by friendship and a
quest for justice. Armed with
vast resources, top-notch
expertise, and a loyal network
of allies around the globe, the
Sisterhood will not rest until
every wrong is made right. The
women of the Sisterhood are
united by their mission to help
those unable to help
themselves. But now they’ve
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

encountered opponents who
share a unique bond of their
own. The law firm of Queen,
King, Bishop & Rook—the
Chessmen—has been a
formidable force in
Washington, D.C., for decades.
And Sisterhood member Nikki
Quinn’s new case has made her
their prime target. Nikki has
agreed to represent Livinia
Lambert as she files for divorce
from her domineering, greedy
husband, Wilson “Buzz”
Lambert. Buzz, currently
Speaker of the House, fears the
scandal will scupper his
presidential plans, and intends
to make life extremely difficult
for Livinia—with the
Chessmen’s help. The
Chessmen may play dirty, but
the Sisterhood play smart. For
too long, the Chessmen have
believed themselves above the
law they pretend to serve, but
there’s no statute of limitations
on the Sisterhood’s particular
brand of justice—or their
loyalty . . . “Michaels listens to
fans and delivers one hell of a
punch.”—RT Book Reviews on
Double Down
Bitter Pill - Fern Michaels
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2020-12-29
No one weaves a story as well
as beloved New York Times
bestselling author Fern
Michaels. In the latest in the
Sisterhood series, a team of
unscrupulous doctors is
profiting from others’
distress—but these loyal
friends know just the cure . . .
For the Sisterhood, there’s a
special satisfaction that comes
with helping a friend in need,
especially when it’s someone as
dear as Charlotte Hansen.
Myra Rutledge’s childhood
friend has spent tens of
thousands of dollars on
remedies to boost longevity.
But far from improving her
health, the medications seem
to be destroying it. Myra
becomes suspicious of the trio
of doctors in charge of the
program, especially once the
Sisterhood’s investigations
reveal that one patient has
died, and another lapsed into a
coma. While those in their care
suffer, the three
doctors—located in London,
Aspen, and New York—all
enjoy indulgent lifestyles and
extravagant toys. But justice is
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

always the best medicine—and
no one dispenses it better than
the Sisterhood . . .
The Wild Rose- Jennifer
Donnelly 2011-08-02
The third book in the sweeping,
multi-generational saga that
began with The Tea Rose, The
Wild Rose is a "lush story of
epic proportions" (Romantic
Times Book Review). The Wild
Rose is a part of the sweeping,
multi-generational saga that
began with The Tea Rose and
continued with The Winter
Rose. It is London, 1914. World
War I looms on the horizon,
women are fighting for the
right to vote, and explorers are
pushing the limits ofendurance
in the most forbidding corners
of the earth. Into this volatile
time, Jennifer Donnelly places
her vivid and memorable
characters: Willa Alden, a
passionate mountain climber
who lost her leg while
summiting Kilimanjaro with
Seamus Finnegan, and who will
never forgive him for saving
her life; Seamus Finnegan, a
polar explorer who tries to
forget Willa as he marries a
beautiful young schoolteacher
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back home in England; Max
von Brandt, a handsome
German sophisticate who
courts high society women, but
has a secret agenda in wartime
London. Many other beloved
characters from The Winter
Rose continue their adventures
in The Wild Rose as well. With
myriad twists and turns,
thrilling cliffhangers, and
fabulous period detail and
atmosphere, The Wild Rose
provides a highly satisfying
conclusion to an unforgettable
trilogy.
Vegas Rich- Fern Michaels
2014-05-20
What happens in Vegas stays in
the family. Two dynasties
merge in this trilogy debut
from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Texas
series. When Sallie Coleman
abandons Texas to follow her
dreams in Las Vegas, she never
imagines she’ll win so
soon—and so big. But a stroke
of luck makes her the richest,
most powerful businesswoman
in Nevada, and in no time at all
her transformation is
complete—when she marries
Philip Thornton and becomes
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

Vegas’s most elegant first lady.
Like her future mother-in-law
before her, Pennsylvania
beauty Fanny Logan makes her
fortune in Vegas, building one
of the city’s most successful
clothing empires. Her wedding
to Ash Thornton, the visionary
behind the magnificent
Babylon casino, is like a happy
ending to their fairytale lives.
But Ash’s greatest triumph may
be his ultimate downfall . . .
“[A] sweeping family saga
reminiscent of her Texas
series.” —Booklist “Through it
all, Sallie remains a matriarch
to be reckoned with, but her
twin grandsons, Sage and
Birch, appear to be the future
of Vegas . . . for better or
worse . . . if history doesn’t lie,
Michaels won’t disappoint her
fans.” —Kirkus Reviews “Her
characters are well
constructed.” —Publishers
Weekly
No Safe Secret- Fern Michaels
2018-03-27
“Secrets, revenge and personal
redemption . . . [a] tale of
strong emotions and courage”
from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author (Publishers
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Weekly). From her silver
Mercedes to her designer
kitchen, Molly’s life is gleaming
and beautiful—at least on the
surface. But no one in her
exclusive neighborhood in
Goldenhills, Massachusetts,
knows what living with her
demanding husband Tanner is
really like. They know even less
about the life she left behind in
Florida almost two decades
ago. Back then, Molly was
Maddy Carmichael, living with
her twin brother and neglectful
mother in a run-down trailer
park amid the orange groves of
Florida. After the terrible
events of her high school prom
night, Molly fled north and
reinvented herself. Now the
veneer of Molly’s polished
existence is finally
cracking—and Molly must find
the strength to become the
woman she once hoped to be.
“The triumphant theme of
women like Molly finding
justice will appeal to
readers.”—Booklist “Fern
Michaels takes a story line and
makes you feel like this could
happen to you. She writes
stories that can and will
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

happen in today’s
world.”—Fresh Fiction
19 Yellow Moon Road - Fern
Michaels 2021-12
"Maggie Spritzer's nose for a
story doesn't just make her a
top-notch newspaper editor, it
also tells her when to go the
extra mile for a friend. When
she gets a strange message
from her journalism pal, Gabby
Richardson, Maggie knows her
services are needed. Gabby has
become involved with The
Haven, a commune that
promises to guide its members
toward a more spiritually
fulfilling life. But Gabby's
enthusiasm has turned to
distrust ever since she was
refused permission to leave the
compound to visit her sick
mother. Maggie wants to learn
more about The Haven, and the
Sisterhood is eager to help. It
turns out The Haven's founders
are the sons of a disgraced
Chicago businessmen in prison
for running a Ponzi scheme.
They also have connections to a
Miami billionaire with dubious
sidelines. Soon, the Sisterhood
gang embark on a search--and
uncover a web of crime that
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runs deeper and higher than
they ever imagined. And they'll
need all their special skills to
bring it down..." --book jacket.
The Resting Place
- Camilla
Sten 2022-03-29
Most Anticipated by Bustle *
Goodreads * Mystery Tribune *
Crime Reads Best International
Books of March "Engrossing,
character-rich, powerful. Sten
is on a roll."—Publishers
Weekly(starred review)
Crimson Peak meets The
Sanatorium in The Resting
Place, a heart-thumping,
unforgettable novel of horror
and suspense by international
sensation Camilla Sten. Deep
rooted secrets. A twisted family
history. And a house that will
never let go. Eleanor lives with
prosopagnosia, the inability to
recognize a familiar person's
face. It causes stress. Acute
anxiety. It can make you
question what you think you
know. When Eleanor walked in
on the scene of her capriciously
cruel grandmother, Vivianne’s,
murder, she came face to face
with the killer—a maddening
expression that means nothing
to someone like her. With each
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

passing day, the horror of
having come so close to a
murderer—and not knowing if
they’d be back—overtakes both
her dreams and her waking
moments, thwarting her
perception of reality. Then a
lawyer calls. Vivianne has left
her a house—a looming estate
tucked away in the Swedish
woods. The place her
grandfather died, suddenly. A
place that has housed a chilling
past for over fifty years.
Eleanor. Her steadfast
boyfriend, Sebastian. Her
reckless aunt, Veronika. The
lawyer. All will go to this house
of secrets, looking for answers.
But as they get closer to
uncovering the truth, they’ll
wish they had never come to
disturb what rests there.
Safe and Sound - Fern
Michaels 2018-12-18
The #1 New York Times
bestselling author continues
her thrilling series starring
“spunky women who fight for
truth, justice, and the
American way” (Fresh Fiction
on Final Justice). The
Sisterhood: a group of women
from all walks of life bound by
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friendship and a quest for
justice, who will not rest until
every wrong is made right.
Isabelle Flanders Tookus isn’t
expecting to involve the
Sisterhood in a new mission
when she strikes up a
friendship with a curly-haired
boy in her local park. Ben Ryan
is an eight-year-old child
genius, the grandson of
millionaire Eleanor Lymen,
who hired Izzy years ago to
design an institute for gifted
children. Ben’s mother passed
away and Ben now lives with
his stepfather and his wife.
They’ve been using Ben’s trust
fund to support their lavish
lifestyle while shamefully
neglecting Ben. And with the
wife getting greedy, Ben’s
safety is now in jeopardy. Izzy’s
first step: call in the
Sisterhood. The second: track
down Eleanor, who has
mysteriously vanished on a
secret mission of her own. Izzy,
Annie, Myra, and the rest of
the Sisters come together at
Pinewood, thrilled to be united
once more. Together they’ll lay
a trap, one that will protect
Eleanor’s beloved grandson,
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

get him into the happy home he
deserves, and provide the kind
of creative, satisfying payback
the Sisters dish out so well . . .
Series praise “Readers will
enjoy seeing what happens
when well-funded, very angry
women take the law into their
own hands.”—Booklist on
Weekend Warriors “Delectable
. . . deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers
Weekly on Hokus Pokus
Lethal Justice
- Fern Michaels
2011-10-24
“Readers looking for an
updated Charlie’s Angels in
‘wild women’ mode will be
most satisfied” with this thriller
in the New York Times
bestselling series (Publishers
Weekly). The fun, smart, sassy
women of the Sisterhood are
the best friends a woman wants
by her side in good times and
bad. Meeting once again in
Myra Rutledge’s beautiful
Virginia home, they’re ready to
face a new challenge and right
a vicious wrong . . . Alexis
Thorn, once a successful
securities broker, spent a
hellish year behind bars for a
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crime she never committed.
Now she has her freedom, but
she’s left with haunting
memories of being hauled from
her office in handcuffs . . . of
the cell door clanging shut
behind her . . . of her pleas
going unheard. Meanwhile the
real criminals—her former
employers—continue to make
millions by conning the
innocent, especially preying on
the elderly and taking their life
savings. Alexis dreams of
getting even. The legal system
failed her, but the Sisterhood
won’t. They have a delicious
plan that can give the
scammers a taste of their own
bitter medicine . . . “Fans of
the series will relish the latest
episode because it’s as full of
daring and rough justice as all
the rest.”—Booklist Series
praise “Spunky women who
fight for truth, justice, and the
American way.”—Fresh Fiction
on Final Justice “Readers will
enjoy seeing what happens
when well-funded, very angry
women take the law into their
own hands.”—Booklist on
Weekend Warriors “Delectable
. . . deliver[s] revenge that’s
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers
Weekly on
Hokus Pokus - Fern Michaels
2013-03-27
The female vigilantes—now
fugitives—deliver “fun and
vengeance in Michaels’ latest
hit” as the New York Times
bestselling series continues
(Booklist). There is no match
for the Sisterhood—the seven
friends who have taken
vigilante justice to a new
level—not even the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
Although the women foiled
former FBI director Mitch
Riley’s plot to frame their
friends Judge Nellie Easter and
lawyer Lizzie Fox, now they
must remain in exile or risk
capture. They can’t complain
about their opulent digs on a
remote, luxurious mountaintop,
but the ladies desperately miss
home. Their wish to return
might come true sooner than
they expect when they receive
a panicked call from Supreme
Court Chief Justice Pearl
Barnes, who faces blackmail
for her own illegal brand of
justice. Now the women must
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not only sneak back into the
United States, but also remain
undetected as they investigate.
But how do you make seven
women disappear? With a nosy
reporter on the brink of
exposing them, the clock is
ticking as the Sisterhood tries
to create a little magic—and
save the day . . . “Delectable . .
. deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers
Weekly Series praise “Spunky
women who fight for truth,
justice, and the American
way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final
Justice “Readers will enjoy
seeing what happens when
well-funded, very angry women
take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend
Warriors “Readers looking for
an updated Charlie’s Angels in
‘wild women’ mode will be
most satisfied.”—Publishers
Weekly on Lethal Justice
True Betrayals - Nora Roberts
1996
Living at a Virginia horse farm
with the mother she had never
known, Kelsey Byden becomes
involved with a high-stakes
gambler who raises troubling
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

questions about her mother's
past
Final Justice - Fern Michaels
2009-01-01
From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Collateral
Damage. “Spunky women who
fight for truth, justice, and the
American way.”—Fresh Fiction
The seven women of the
Sisterhood—Myra, Annie,
Kathryn, Alexis, Yoko, Nikki,
and Isabelle—have risked
everything in the name of
justice, including their own
freedom. Their most recent
mission promised to reward
them with a presidential
pardon and a chance to leave
their enforced exile. But before
they can enjoy their prize,
they’ll have to tackle a risky
new operation in the heart of
Sin City. Myra and Annie’s
childhood friend, Beatrice,
needs a favor. Her estranged
daughter, Marble Rose, has
been enjoying a stroke of good
luck at the casinos lately—the
kind of luck that makes
enemies of the most powerful
people in Vegas. Those people
want Marble Rose stopped,
permanently. But as the Sisters
17/25
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investigate with the help of
their ally and attorney, Lizzie
Fox, they discover a web of
corruption that will pit them
against their most ruthless
opponent yet. Armed with
Alexis’s red bag of tricks, the
ladies are about to put a daring
plan in action. They’ve never
failed before, but in Vegas,
there are no sure bets—and
this time, they’ll have to wager
everything they hold dear . . .
Series praise “Readers looking
for an updated Charlie’s Angels
in ‘wild women’ mode will be
most satisfied.”—Publishers
Weekly on Lethal Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing
what happens when wellfunded, very angry women take
the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend
Warriors “Delectable . . .
deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—
The Scoop - Fern Michaels
2012-03-27
The debut of a wonderful new
series, The Scoop is #1 New
York Times bestselling author
Fern Michaels's introduction to
The Godmothers, four
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

unforgettable women who are
about to get a whole new lease
on life. . . Teresa "Toots"
Amelia Loudenberry has
crammed a great deal of living-not to mention eight muchloved husbands--into her varied
and rewarding life. Once again
single, Toots is ready to taste
life again, and fate has just
handed her the perfect
opportunity. . . The owner of
the gossip rag where Toots's
daughter works is about to lose
the paper to his gambling
debts. Eager to keep her
daughter employed among the
movers and shakers of
Hollywood, Toots calls on her
three trusted friends--Sophie,
Mavis, and Ida--to help pull
some strings. Together, they
hatch a plan that proves you
should never underestimate
Southern ladies of a certain
age, and that each day can be a
gift, if you're willing to claim it.
. . Praise for Fern Michaels and
the Godmothers series
"Michaels's engaging version of
the Golden Girls." --Booklist
"Witty, charming, and
complicated." --RT Reviews
Weekend Warriors - Fern
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Michaels 2012-08-15
First in the New York Times
bestselling series featuring
fierce female
vigilantes—includes a bonus
Sisterhood chapter and an
interview with Fern Michaels!
Life isn’t fair. Most women
know it. But what can you do
about it? Plenty . . . if you’re
part of the Sisterhood. On the
surface, these seven women
are as different as can be—but
each has had her share of bad
luck, from cheating husbands
to sexist colleagues to a legal
system that often doesn’t do its
job. Now, drawn together by
tragedy, they’re forging a bond
that will help them right the
wrongs committed against
them and discover an inner
strength they didn’t know they
had. Growing bolder with each
act of justice, the Sisterhood is
learning that when bad things
happen, you can roll over and
play dead . . . or you can get up
fighting . . . “Readers will enjoy
seeing what happens when
well-funded, very angry women
take the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist Series praise
“Readers looking for an
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

updated Charlie’s Angels in
‘wild women’ mode will be
most satisfied.”—Publishers
Weekly on Lethal Justice
“Spunky women who fight for
truth, justice, and the
American way.”—Fresh Fiction
on Final Justice “Delectable . . .
deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers
Weekly on Hokus Poku
The Edge of Us - Jamie
McGuire 2020-09-30
From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Beautiful
Disaster comes a story of a
fiercely independent widow
who falls for a sexy firefighter
in this gripping contemporary
romance.
The Blossom Sisters - Fern
Michaels 2013
Swindled out of his home by his
gold-digging wife, successful
accountant Gus Hollister
returns to his grandmother
Rose's Virginia farmhouse
where he helps the residents of
Blossom Farm expand their
business and finds the courage
to love again.
Vegas Heat - Fern Michaels
2014-05-20
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“A fascinating family saga”
continues as the Thornton
dynasty’s fortunes rise and
fall—from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of
Vegas Rich (Romantic Times).
Vegas Heat is the story of the
Thornton empire . . . of Fanny
Thornton, who takes over
Babylon, the family’s
magnificent Las Vegas casino,
when her ex-husband Ash falls
desperately ill . . . of Fanny’s
twin sons, Sage and Birch, one
content in his conventional life,
while the other’s search for
happiness leads to
tragedy—and renewed hope . .
. of Fanny’s daughter Sunny,
betrayed by her husband,
fighting a battle no woman
should ever have to face . . . of
her daughter Billie, whose
devotion to the Thorntons’
children’s clothing empire has
kept her from finding love. It is
also the story of Fanny’s
relationship with enigmatic
businessman Marcus
Reed—and the poignant,
powerful quest for acceptance
that drives the members of
these two unforgettable
families . . . Praise for Vegas
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

Rich “[A] sweeping family saga
reminiscent of her Texas
series.” —Booklist “If history
doesn’t lie, Michaels won’t
disappoint her fans.” —Kirkus
Reviews “Her characters are
well constructed.” —Publishers
Weekly
The Marriage Game - Fern
Michaels 2007-04-17
In a dazzling celebration of the
power of friendship and love,
acclaimed bestselling author
Fern Michaels brings her
trademark wit and warmth to
an action-packed story
featuring a group of diverse
women who bond Survivorstyle under the most unlikely of
circumstances...and find
romance along the way. When
Samantha Rainford—newly
wed to Douglas Cosmo
Rainford III—returns home
from her honeymoon to find
divorce papers waiting, she's
shocked and heartbroken. Then
she discovers that she's not the
first to be abandoned—she's
one of four (or maybe more) exMrs. Rainfords—and decides
it's time to put into practice
that old truism: Don't get mad,
get even. With the help of her
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longtime girlfriend Slick, a
glamorous fashion model, Sam
gathers together a highly
unlikely team: Mrs. Kayla
Rainford, an architect who
moonlights as an exotic dancer;
Mrs. Zoe Rainford, a plumber;
and Mrs. Olivia Rainford, a
former cheerleader and
cartoon artist. Sam and Slick
flunked out of FBI training
school, but they still learned a
few things there—like how to
plan a mission. And the
fivesome is determined to do
whatever it takes to bring
down Douglas Rainford III.
Whatever it takes means
attending a top-secret private
special-ops training camp in
the North Carolina mountains,
where Sam meets fiercely
disciplined ex-CIA operative
Kollar Havapopulas. Six feet
three and handsome as a Greek
god, "Pappy" is the best at
what he does—transforming
civilians into highly skilled
fighting teams. What he's less
adept at, however, is telling a
woman how he feels, and
before long he discovers he's
developing some very warm
feelings for Samantha
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

Rainford—an attraction that
seems fated to be a total
disaster. Two personalities as
strong as Sam and Pappy are
sure to strike sparks, but will
the fire that burns between
them consume everything in its
way?
Payback - Fern Michaels
2011-10-24
The New York Times
bestselling author of Weekend
Warriors continues her series
of seven women drawn
together by the promise of
payback and poetic justice.
Some women get angry . . . the
Sisterhood gets even. Meet the
Sisterhood—seven very
different women who found one
another in their darkest days
and formed an indelible
friendship, strong enough to
heal their pasts and bring
laughter and joy back into their
lives. In Myra Rutledge’s
beautiful Virginia home, amid
hugs and fresh iced tea, shrimp
fritters and shell-pink tulips,
the friends have gathered to
embark on their second
mission of sweet revenge for
one of their own. Julia
Webster’s husband, a U.S.
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Senator, has used his wife’s
graciousness and elegance to
advance his career even as he’s
abused her trust at every turn
and left her dreams for the
future in tatters. Now, on the
eve of his greatest political
victory, he’s about to learn a
serious lesson. Because the
senator crossed the wrong
woman—and there are six
more where she came from . . .
Series praise “Spunky women
who fight for truth, justice, and
the American way.”—Fresh
Fiction on Final Justice
“Readers will enjoy seeing
what happens when wellfunded, very angry women take
the law into their own
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend
Warriors “Delectable . . .
deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers
Weekly on Hokus Pokus
"Revenge is a dish best served
with cloth napkins and floral
centerpieces . . .fast-paced. .
.puts poetic justice first."
—Publishers Weekly
Finders Keepers - Fern
Michaels 2011-04-07
A Southern saga of family lost
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

and found from the #1 New
York Times-bestselling author
of the Sisterhood books. Fern
Michaels thrills us, once again,
with the story of an
unforgettable young woman
who was stolen as a toddler
from a poor but loving family,
and who must journey through
a maze of heartbreak before
she can reclaim her true
identity. Raised in a
magnificent Charleston house,
Jessie Roland wants for
nothing. But as she grows into
young adulthood, all she feels
is loss and a desperate need to
break free from the stifling
possessiveness of her
“parents.” Somewhere, in the
deepest part of herself, Jessie
believes that the world she has
always lived in is not the one
she came from . . . or belongs
in. Now, at nineteen, she has
escaped to Washington, D.C.,
where no one knows her, and
where she is swept into a
whirlwind marriage to a Texas
senator’s son. But the past will
not release Jessie, who is still
haunted by a sense of lost
happiness, of simple, tender
gestures buried in her memory.
22/25
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Only in Luke Holt, a reclusive
rancher, will she discover the
strength to penetrate the
darkness, and find her way
back to a place she can call
home. Praise for Fern Michaels
“Prose so natural that it seems
you are witnessing a story
rather than reading about it.”
—Los Angeles Sunday Times
“Michaels just keeps getting
better and better with each
book . . . She never
disappoints.” —RT Book
Reviews
Cut and Run - Fern Michaels
2019-12-31
The Sisterhood: a group of
women from all walks of life
bound by friendship and a
quest for justice. Armed with
vast resources, top-notch
expertise, and a loyal network
of allies around the globe, the
Sisterhood will not rest until
every wrong is made right. It’s
been three months since
Countess Annie de Silva
slipped away from her home
before dawn, leaving a cryptic
note and no clue as to her
destination. That’s an eternity
for friends as devoted as the
Sisterhood. Now they’re
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

desperate to ensure that their
founding member is alive and
well, and that means tracking
her down—wherever in the
world she might be. Myra
Rutledge, Annie’s closest
confidante, knows the secrets
of Annie’s past, including the
remote mountain in Spain
where Annie spent some of the
best—and worst—days of her
life. Annie vowed that she’d
never return to the mountain
or the stunning monastery
there. But the memories of the
past have called her back.
Now, she needs allies who are
fearless, loyal, and willing to do
whatever it takes to see justice
done. And with the safety of
one of their own on the line,
the Sisterhood won’t let her
down . . . THE 30TH
SISTERHOOD NOVEL
Southern Comfort - Fern
Michaels 2022-02
"Atlanta homicide detective
Patrick “Tick” Kelly turned his
back on the world the day he
lost his family to unimaginable
tragedy. Isolating himself in a
beach shack on Mango Key,
Florida, he drowned his grief
and trauma in drink. Now
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sober and a bestselling author,
Tick would gladly stay a
recluse forever if his brother
didn’t keep trying to drag him
back to the land of the living" -Now Is the Time to Open
Your Heart - Alice Walker
2004-04-20
The Pulitzer Prize–winning
author of The Color Purple,
Possessing the Secret of Joy,
and The Temple of My Familiar
now gives us a beautiful new
novel that is at once a deeply
moving personal story and a
powerful spiritual journey. In
Now Is the Time to Open Your
Heart, Alice Walker has
created a work that ranks
among her finest
achievements: the story of a
woman’s spiritual adventure
that becomes a passage
through time, a quest for self,
and a collision with love. Kate
has always been a wanderer. A
well-published author, married
many times, she has lived a life
rich with explorations of the
natural world and the human
soul. Now, at fifty-seven, she
leaves her lover, Yolo, to
embark on a new excursion,
one that begins on the
crash-burn-sisterhood-fern-michaels

Colorado River, proceeds
through the past, and flows,
inexorably, into the future. As
Yolo begins his own parallel
voyage, Kate encounters
celibates and lovers, shamans
and snakes, memories of family
disaster and marital discord,
and emerges at a place where
nothing remains but love. Told
with the accessible style and
deep feeling that are its
author’s hallmarks, Now Is the
Time to Open Your Heart is
Alice Walker’s most surprising
achievement.
Eyes Only - Fern Michaels
2015-01-01
An island paradise hides a hell
that only the world’s most
famous vigilantes can take
down. From the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of
Kiss and Tell. Lush, exclusive
Spyder Island is home to many
of the world’s billionaires.
Years ago, Gretchen Spyder,
daughter of the island’s
namesake, gave her twin
babies up for legal adoption.
Now Gretchen and her father
are trying to get them back.
The twins’ adoptive parents are
a loving but poor couple,
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completely outgunned by the
Spyders’ wealth. Their only
hope lies with Myra Rutledge
and her formidable Sisterhood,
who are as ready as ever to
fight the good fight. But
nestled among the lavish
mansions and immaculate
landscaping of Spyder Island is
a sinister enemy. And in a case
that’s far more twisted than it
first appears, the ingenuity,
courage, and friendship of the
Sisterhood will be tested as
never before. Series praise
“Spunky women who fight for
truth, justice, and the
American way.”—Fresh Fiction
on Final Justice “Readers will
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enjoy seeing what happens
when well-funded, very angry
women take the law into their
own hands.”—Booklist on
Weekend Warriors “Delectable
. . . deliver[s] revenge that’s
creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers
Weekly on Hokus Pokus
Gotcha! - Fern Michaels
2013-06-25
Julie Wyatt enlists the aid of
fellow members of the
Sisterhood, Myra and Annie, to
prove that her daughter-in-law,
Darlene, is responsible for the
mysterious death of her son
Larry and help ensure the
safety of Larry's daughter.
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